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Abstract. Through foreign function interfaces (FFIs), software compo-
nents in different programming languages interact with each other in
the same address space. Recent years have witnessed a number of sys-
tems that analyze FFIs for safety and reliability. However, lack of formal
specifications of FFIs hampers progress in this endeavor. We present a
formal operational model, JNI Light (JNIL), for a subset of a widely used
FFI—the Java Native Interface (JNI). JNIL focuses on the core issues
when a high-level garbage-collected language interacts with a low-level
language. It proposes abstractions for handling a shared heap, cross-
language method calls, cross-language exception handling, and garbage
collection. JNIL can directly serve as a formal basis for JNI tools and
systems. The abstractions in JNIL are also useful when modeling other
FFIs, such as the Python/C interface and the OCaml/C interface.

1 Motivation

Most modern programming languages support foreign function interfaces (FFIs)
for interoperating with program modules developed in other programming lan-
guages. Recent years have witnessed a string of systems that analyze and improve
FFIs for safety and reliability [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. However, lack of formal se-
mantics of FFIs hampers progress in this domain. The available specifications
of FFIs are in prose. Relying on prose specifications has at least two unpleasant
consequences. First, prose specifications are often ambiguous and sometimes in-
complete. The situation is especially acute for an FFI, whose two sides involve
different programming models and language features. For instance, Lee et al.
reported that Sun’s HotSpot and IBM’s J9 behave differently for four out of ten
JNI test cases [8, Table 1]. In such situations, the best an FFI user can do is
to perform experiments on particular implementations and make an educated
guess. This may cause inconsistencies and unsoundness. Second, without for-
mal semantics, tools and analyzers cannot provide rigorous claims about their
strength. As a result, previous systems that target FFIs have to argue their
hypotheses and claims informally. This leaves their strength in doubt.

While there have been many efforts in formalizing the semantics of program-
ming languages, almost all have ignored the FFI aspect. The work by Matthews
and Findler [9] formalizes the interoperation between two high-level functional
languages, one typed and the other untyped. While this formalism represents sig-
nificant progress in modeling language interoperation, it does not apply to FFIs.
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Most FFIs are about the interaction in the shared memory between a high-level
language and a low-level language (assembly languages, C, and C++).

This paper presents the first formal operational model, named JNI Light
(JNIL), for a subset of a shared-memory foreign function interface—the JNI
interface. The major challenge for the modeling effort is to have the right ab-
stractions to accommodate differences between the programming models of Java
and native code, without unduly complicating the model. This is challenging
because Java is a high-level OO language with a managed runtime and provides
automatic garbage collection and exception handling. Native code, on the other
hand, operates at a much lower level. It manually manages the heap and has
no built-in exception-handling mechanism. JNIL proposes a set of abstractions
to handle these differences. The abstractions make the JNIL model concise and
largely straightforward.

We proceed as follows. We highlight key issues and abstractions in JNIL in
Sec. 2. The formal semantics of JNIL is presented in Sec. 3. We discuss possible
applications of the JNIL model in Sec. 4. Two extensions and future work are
discussed in Sec. 5. We present related work in Sec. 6 and conclude in Sec. 7.
Due to space limitations, we will concentrate on language-interoperation issues
and leave out some technical details; we refer readers to a technical report [10].

2 Informal Discussion of JNIL

In this section, we informally discuss major challenges of modeling the JNI and
highlight JNIL’s solutions; formal treatment is left to Sec. 3. We also present
examples that help understand the key aspects.

Background. The JNI [11] is Java’s mechanism for interfacing with native code.
A native method is declared in a Java class by adding the native modifier.
For example, the following Item class contains a native twice method. Once
declared, native methods are invoked in Java exactly the same as how Java
methods are invoked. In the example, the fourTimes Java method invokes the
twice method.

class Item {
private int quantity = 17;
private native void twice();
public void fourTimes () {twice(); twice();}
static {System.loadLibrary(‘‘Item’’);}

}

A native method is implemented in a low-level language such as C, C++, or an
assembly language. Native code can use all the features provided by the native
language. In addition, native code can interact with Java through a set of JNI
interface functions (called JNI functions hereafter). For instance, the implemen-
tation of twice can invoke GetField to get the value of the quantity field, and
SetField to set the field to double the old value. Through JNI functions, na-
tive methods can inspect, modify, and create Java objects, invoke Java methods,
catch and throw Java exceptions, and so on.
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Two sides of JNIL. A model of the JNI needs both a Java-side language
and a native-side language. The Java-side language of JNIL is a subset of the
Java Virtual Machine Language (bytecode [12]). The native-side language is a
RISC-style assembly language augmented with a set of JNI functions (such as
GetField/SetField). We choose to model an assembly language because native
methods in C or C++ are compiled before loaded and linked into the JVM.
Furthermore, there is less modeling overhead for an assembly language, allowing
JNIL to concentrate on the interaction between Java and native code.

Many bytecode and JNI functions in JNIL work with field IDs and method
IDs. For example, “GetField fd” gets the value of the field represented by fd . A
field ID identifies a field by specifying three elements: a class name that the field
belongs to, a field name, and its type. For example, the ID for the quantity
field is 〈“Item”, “quantity”, Int〉. A method ID has similar information as a field
ID. A method ID may identify either a Java method (implemented in bytecode)
or a native method (implemented in native code).

Heap model. In the JNI, Java and native code reside in the same address space
to avoid costly context switches. Consequently, JNIL needs to model a shared
heap. However, modeling the shared heap poses some challenge because Java
and native code’s views of the heap are at different levels.

Being a high-level language, Java takes a high-level view: a heap is mathe-
matically a map from labels to objects. The use of abstract labels hides many
complexities of memory management. If a heap is rearranged and labels are re-
named, the new heap is considered to be equivalent to the old one as long as the
“graph” of the heap is preserved. Furthermore, in the high-level view, objects
are storable values. There is no need to consider how objects are represented
in memory. Previous Java models [13, 14, 15, 16] adopt the high-level view. By
contrast, native code takes a low level view: a heap is mathematically a map
from addresses to primitive values. An object is represented in memory as a
sequence of primitive values according to an object-layout strategy. Native code
can perform address arithmetic, for example, to access elements of a Java array.

JNIL adopts an unusual block model : (1) a heap is a map from labels to blocks;
(2) a block is a map from addresses (natural numbers) to primitive values. A
block may hold the representation of a Java object, or may be a memory region
allocated and owned by native code.

Heap ::= Label ⇀
〈
blk : Block , own : Owner

〉

Block ::= N ⇀ Value

A reference value, written as �[i], identifies a location in block � with offset i.
There are two major benefits of the block heap model. First, using abstract

labels instead of addresses in the heap preserves the major benefit of the high-
level heap model. It simplifies the specification of GC. In particular, there is
no need to worry about whether GC moves objects because the resulting heap
after moving is equivalent to the previous heap.1 The second benefit of the block
1 We can think that there is a flatten function that maps a heap in the block model

to a flat heap. A flat heap is just a map from addresses to values. Then a moving
GC will only change the flatten function.
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model is that it also accommodates the low-level view of native code. Values
stored in blocks are primitive values. Address arithmetic is allowed within one
block. Suppose a block with label � holds the representation of a Java integer
array, then Java may pass to native code a reference �[i] that identifies where
array elements are stored. Adding an offset n to �[i] results in a new reference
�[i + n], which native code can use to access the nth element of the array.

Object representation and ownership. Since JNIL’s heap holds only primitive
values, it is necessary to represent Java objects in the heap. JNIL is parametrized
by a representation function, Rep : Object → Block , for the desire of not commit-
ting to any particular object-representation strategy. The representation function
maps a Java object to a block. For instance, one representation can represent
Java class instances and arrays in the following way:
Rep(〈〈fd 1 = v1, . . . , fdn = vn〉〉φ) = {0 �→ TypeRep(φ), 1 �→ v1, . . . , n �→ vn}
Rep(�v0, . . . , vn−1�τ [n]) = {0 �→ TypeRep(τ), 1 �→ n, 2 �→ v0, . . . , n + 1 �→ vn−1}
In the above, 〈〈fd1 = v1, . . . , fdn = vn〉〉φ is a Java instance of class φ with fields
fd1 to fdn; �v0, . . . , vn−1�τ [n] is a Java array of size n with element type τ ;
TypeRep(−) is a function for representing types as primitive values.

Each block in the heap has an owner: ω ∈ {J, N}. A heap H is conceptually
divided into a subheap owned by Java (J), written as H |J, and a subheap owned
by native code (N), written as H |N. The reason for adding ownership is twofold.
First, it helps specify Java’s GC, which recollects locations only in the Java
heap. Second, ownership information could be used to define a safety policy.
For instance, if the policy is that native code should not access the Java heap,
then the semantics of native load/store instructions could have the ownership
checking built-in.

Cross-language method calls. Java and native code may engage in so-called
“ping-pong” behavior. For instance, a Java method with ID md1 may invoke
a native method with ID md2, which in turn calls back another Java method
with ID md3. It is possible that md3 invokes a second native method and there-
fore the control bounces back and forth between the Java and native sides.

To model cross-language method calls, we introduce in JNIL a multi-language
method-call stack whose frames are either Java frames or native frames:

F ∈ Frame ::= 〈md , pc, s , a〉J | 〈md , pc, s , vx, L〉N
A Java frame holds information for a Java-method execution, and a native frame
for a native-method execution. Both kinds of frames include a method ID (md),
a program counter (pc), and an operand stack (s). The operand stack is used for
storing intermediate results and maybe also for passing arguments and results of
function calls. A Java frame also includes a local variable map (a), which holds
values of local variables. A native frame also includes an exception reference (vx)
and a root set (L); we will discuss their uses shortly.

For the example we discussed beforehand, the shape of the method-call stack
when the control is in md3 is presented as follows (only method IDs are shown).

〈md3, . . .〉J · 〈md2, . . .〉N · 〈md1, . . .〉J · ε (1)
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The top of the stack is on the left. We treat a stack as a list of frames and use
“F ·S” for the concatenation of frame F and stack S and ε for the empty stack.

Cross-language exception handling. The JVM has a built-in mechanism for ex-
ception handling. We define Java exceptions to be those that are pending in
a Java method. For a Java exception, the JVM checks if there is an enclosing
try/catch statement that matches the exception type in the method. If not, it
pops the method off the method-call stack and checks the next method.

An exception may also be pending on the native side; we call such exceptions
JNI exceptions. For example, if the Java method md3 in stack configuration (1)
throws an exception that is not handled by md3, then it is a JNI exception
pending in native method md2. Native code itself may also throw exceptions
by calling JNI functions such as throw. Furthermore, many JNI functions throw
exceptions to indicate failures.

In contrast to how an exception is handled in a Java method, a JNI exception
does not immediately disrupt the native method execution. The exception is
recorded in the JVM, but the native method will keep executing. After the native
method finishes execution and returns to a Java method, the exception becomes
pending in the Java method and then the JVM mechanism for exceptions starts
to take over.

Given this difference, the question is how to model the operational semantics
when an exception becomes pending in a method-call stack that contains mixed
Java and native frames. JNIL handles this issue by having different modes for
indicating the presence of Java and JNI exceptions. A Java exception is indicated
by a special exception frame 〈�〉X at the top of the method-call stack, where �
is a reference to a Throwable object. A JNI exception is recorded in a native
frame 〈md , pc, s , vx, L〉N: the value vx is null when no exception is pending and
is � with a pending JNI exception with label �. JNIL’s abstract machine pro-
ceeds differently for the two modes. Briefly, JNIL unwinds the stack for a Java
exception and continues the execution of a native method for a JNI exception;
we will discuss the details in the next section.

Registration of references. Java’s GC is aware of only those references on the
Java side. When native code retains references to Java objects, it has to register
those references so that the GC will not collect the underlying objects. JNIL
records the set of Java references available to a native method in a root set L. A
root set is associated with a native frame so that its references are automatically
“freed” when the native method finishes its execution. This semantics effectively
models the so-called local references in the JNI.2

2 The JNI also provides global and weak-global references. Global references are valid
across multiple invocations of native methods and multiple threads. Weak global
references are similar to global references except that the underlying objects can be
garbage collected. These references are straightforward to model. Global references
can be modeled as a global set of labels. Weak-global references have no impact
on GC, although a JNI function for testing the validity of references needs to be
exposed to native code. We omit their modeling in JNIL for brevity.
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3 Formal Semantics of JNIL

We next present the core calculus of JNIL. A few simplifications are made to
the model. First, arrays are not included. Second, it assumes a calling convention
where arguments and results are passed on the operand stack when Java invokes
native methods. Our technical report discusses how to generalize the model to
add arrays and to parametrize over calling conventions. The bytecode language
is also simplified. Following Featherweight Java [17], we avoid the object initial-
ization problem by having a single instruction for creating and initializing an
object. There is also no modeling of interfaces, subroutine calls and returns, and
various other Java features. They are orthogonal to the multilingual issues we
are concerned with in FFIs. A notable missing feature in JNIL is concurrency.
Based on a model of concurrent bytecode (e.g., [18]), it should be straightfor-
ward to formulate an interleaving semantics for multithreaded, mixed bytecode
and native code.

Notation conventions. We write e for a list (or sequence) of elements e. The
empty list is ε, and e · s is the concatenation of e with list s. Appending two lists
is written as s1 • s2. We write [e1, . . . , en] for a finite list.

Given a function f , we write f [x �→ v] for an updated function that agrees
with f except that x is mapped to v. We write f [x �→ v] for a function after a
sequence of updates from x to v. We write “X Option” for an option domain of
X (think of ML’s option types). We write None for the none value, and �x� for
some x. We use 	 for an arbitrary value.

3.1 JNIL Programs

A JNIL program is modeled as an environment that records information for
classes and methods (Fig. 1). A program P includes maps from class names
and method IDs to their respective definitions. In particular, P (φ).super is the
superclass of class φ, or None; P (φ).fields is the list of fields declared in φ.
We write Fields(P, φ) for the list of all fields of φ, including the ones of its
superclasses. Java method and native method information are separated into two
maps: PJM for Java methods and PNM for native methods. We write JavaMD(P )

P = PJC ∪ PJM ∪ PNM

PJC : ClassName ⇀
〈
super : ClassName Option, fields : FID List

〉

PJM : MID ⇀

〈
code : JInstr List , handlers : Handler List ,
stype :CodeAddr ⇀Type List , vtype :CodeAddr ⇀JVarID → Type

〉

PNM : MID ⇀ 〈code : NInstr List〉

fd ∈ FID ::= 〈φ, α, τ 〉 md ∈ MID ::= 〈φ,α, [τ1, . . . , τn] → τr〉
τ ∈ Type ::= Int | Cls φ | Top η ∈ Handler ::= 〈nb, ne, nt, φ〉

φ ∈ ClassName = String α ∈ String n ∈ CodeAddr = N d ∈ JVarID = N

Fig. 1. JNIL programs
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I ∈ JInstr ::= arith | cond n | push v | pop | localload d | localstore d | goto n
| getfield fd | putfield fd | new φ | invokevirtual md | returnval | throw

arith ∈ JArith ::= add | sub | mul | . . . cond ∈ JCond ::= ifeq | ifne | ifgt | . . .

ι ∈ NInstr ::= jfun | aop rd, rs, op | bop rs, rt, op | Mov rd, op | Jmp op
| Ld rd, rs[rt] | St rd[rt], rs | Alloc rd, n | Free rs[n]
| SLd rd, sp[n] | SSt sp[n], rs | SAlloc n | SFree n | Ret

jfun ∈ JNIFun ::= GetField fd | SetField fd | NewObject φ | CallMethod md
| IsInstanceOf τ | JNIThrow | ExnClear | ExnOccurred

aop ∈ NArith ::= Add | Sub | Mul | . . . bop ∈ NCond ::= Beq | Bneq | Bgt | . . .
op ∈ Operand ::= r | n r ∈ Register ::= r1 | r2 | . . . | r32

Fig. 2. Bytecode and native instruction sets

for the set of Java method IDs in P , and NativeMD(P ) for the set of native
method IDs. PJM(md) contains a list of Java instructions (the code field), a
list of exception handlers, and also type information (stype and vtype). The
type information is used when type checking Java methods and is irrelevant for
operational semantics. PNM(md) simply contains a list of native instructions.
We abbreviate P (md).code[pc] to P (md)@pc, the instruction at pc in md .

Java types include Int type, class type (Cls φ), and Top type. The predicate
IsRefType(τ) holds when τ is a class type (or an array type when we consider
arrays). Two special class names, object and throwable, are assumed. We write
Object and Throwable for “Cls object” and “Cls throwable”, respectively. An
exception handler, 〈nb, ne, nt, φ〉, catches exceptions of class φ by transferring
the control to address nt, if the program counter is in the range [nb, ne − 1].

Fig. 2 presents the syntax of the bytecode and native instruction sets. The
bytecode instruction set is modeled after the instruction set in the JVM specifica-
tion [12]; we refer readers to the specification for a detailed discussion. The native
instruction set includes instructions for manipulating the heap (load, store, al-
location, and deallocation), a set of instructions for manipulating the operand
stack (those instructions whose operators begin with S), a Ret instruction for
returning, and a set of JNI functions. We use r for a register and op for an
operand, which is either a register or a constant. Finally, we note that instruc-
tions for pushing to and popping from the operand stack can be synthesized:
“Push op” is “SAlloc 1; SSt sp[0], op” and “Pop r” is “SLd r, sp[0]; SFree 1”.

Fig. 2 also includes a set of common JNI functions. Note that GetField,
SetField, and CallMethod take field and method IDs as arguments. The JNI
interface actually uses a two-step process to access a field (or call a method):
first convert a string that represents the field (or method) to a field (or method)
ID; the resulting ID is then used in operations such as GetField. JNIL omits
the first step to avoid the need to axiomatize the conversion from strings to IDs.

Both the bytecode and the native instruction sets include arithmetic and
binary comparison instructions. Their semantics is straightforward.
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3.2 Runtime States

A runtime state is a triple (S; H ; R), where S is a method-call stack, H a shared
heap, and R a register file. Its format is shown in Fig. 3. We have discussed the
format of the method-call stack and the heap in the previous section. Recall that
the heap holds only primitive values; objects are mapped to primitive values and
stored in blocks. A value is either an integer n, a null value, or a reference value
�[i]. We abbreviate �[0] to �.

JNIL’s operational semantics is modeled as a transition relation:
P 
 (S; H ; R) �−→ (S′; H ′; R′). Fig. 3 also presents evaluation rules at the top
level. A state steps forward because of a Java step, a native step, or a GC step.

S ∈ Stack ::= F | 〈�〉X · F
F ∈ Frame ::= 〈md , pc, s, a〉J

| 〈md , pc, s, vx, L〉N
s ∈ OpStack ::= v

a ∈ JVarMap ::= {0 �→ v0, 1 �→ v1, . . .}
L ∈ RootSet ::= {�1, . . . , �n}

H ∈ Heap ::= Label ⇀

〈
blk : Block ,
own : Owner

〉

b ∈ Block ::= N ⇀ Value
v ∈ Value ::= n | null | �[i]

ω ∈ Owner ::= J | N
o ∈ Object ::= 〈〈fd1 = v1, . . . , fdn = vn〉〉φ

R ∈ RegFile ::= {r1 �→ v1, . . . , r32 �→ v32}

P � (S; H ; R)
J�−→ (S′; H ′; R′)

P � (S; H ; R) �−→ (S′; H ′; R′)

P � (S; H ; R)
N�−→ (S′; H ′; R′)

P � (S; H ; R) �−→ (S′; H ′; R′)

(S; H)
GC�−→ (S′; H ′)

P � (S; H ;R) �−→ (S′; H ′; R)

Fig. 3. JNIL runtime states (S; H ; R) and top evaluation rules

3.3 Operational Semantics of Bytecode and Native Instructions

Due to space limitation, we will present rules only for typical instructions; the full
set of rules are in the technical report. Fig. 4 presents the rules for “getfield fd”,

P � (〈md , pc, s, a〉J · S; H ;R)
J�−→ (S′; H ′; R), where

if P (md)@pc = and conditions hold, then S′; H ′ =

getfield fd
fd = 〈φ, α, τ 〉 s = � · s1
P, H � � : Cls φ
ReadFd(H, �, fd) = v

〈md , pc + 1, v · s1, a〉J · S; H

P � (〈md , pc, s, vx, L〉N · S; H ; R)
N�−→ (S′; H ′; R), where

if P (md)@pc = and conditions hold, then S′; H ′ =

GetField fd
fd = 〈φ, α, τ 〉 s = � · s1
P, H � � : Cls φ
ReadFd(H, �, fd) = v vx = null

〈md , pc + 1, v · s1, null, L′〉N · S; H,
where L′ = L ∪ Roots(v)

Fig. 4. Semantics of bytecode and native instructions
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ReadFd(H, �, fd) =

⎧
⎨

⎩

o(fd) if H(�) = 〈Rep(o), J〉,
and o = 〈〈. . .〉〉φ, and fd ∈ dom(o)

undefined otherwise

Tag(H, �) =

{
φ if H(�) = 〈Rep(〈〈. . .〉〉φ), J〉
undefined otherwise

P � τ1 <: τ2

P � τ <: Top P � Int <: Int P � Cls φ <: Cls φ

P � Cls φ1 <: Cls φ2

P (φ2).super = 	φ3

P � Cls φ1 <: Cls φ3

P, H � v : τ P, H � v : τ P � τ <: τ ′

P, H � v : τ ′ P, H � v : Top

P, H � n : Int

Tag(H, �) = φ

P, H � � : Cls φ P, H � null : Cls φ

Fig. 5. Auxiliary definitions

a bytecode instruction, and its counterpart JNI function “GetField fd” (which is
used in native code). The rules use a few auxiliary definitions defined in Fig. 5.
ReadFd(H, �, fd) reads the value of field fd from block � in heap H . Tag(H, �)
returns the runtime tag of a Java object at � in H . Judgment P 
 τ1 <: τ2

expresses that τ1 is a subtype of τ2. Judgment P, H 
 v : τ performs runtime
type checking and checks that v has type τ in program P and heap H . Note a
reference � is of type “Cls φ” if the tag at � is φ (or φ′ and φ′ is a subclass of φ).
The rule itself does not mandate that the values of fields obey the fields’ types.
This requirement is put into a separate judgment for checking well-typed heaps,
as customary in type systems for mutable references.

The semantics of “getfield fd” is deliberately partial. If the object reference
on the operand stack does not have the class type specified in fd , then JNIL’s
abstract machine does not have a next state (that is, “getting stuck”). Similarly,
the machine gets stuck if block � in H is not owned by Java, does not hold
an object representation, or field fd is not in the domain of the representation.
The static type system for bytecode ensures that such cases will not happen for
well-typed bytecode programs.

The semantics of “GetField fd” is similar to “getfield fd”, except for a cou-
ple of differences. First, no JNI exceptions should be pending. Recall that in a
native stack frame 〈md , pc, s , vx, L〉N the value vx records a pending JNI excep-
tion. The JNI manual specifies that “calling most JNI functions with a pending
exception may lead to unexpected results”. Consequently, the semantics of most
JNI functions requires vx be null. Second, some JNI functions may give native
code extra references to Java objects. Since these references need to be regis-
tered with Java’s GC, they are recorded in the root set of a native frame. As an
example, the semantics of “GetField fd” adds the value of the field into the root
set L, if that value is a reference value.
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Cross-language method calls. The “invokevirtual md” instruction may invoke
a Java or a native method, depending on what kind of method md repre-
sents. If it invokes a native method, the execution context switches to the na-
tive side. returnval may return to a Java, or a native method. JNI functions
“CallMethod md” and Ret are analogous, except they are called in native code.

Semantics of method-call and return instructions are presented in Fig. 6. If
′′invokevirtual md” invokes a Java method, a new Java frame is constructed and
parameters are copied to the local variable map of the new frame (following the
JVML specification). If it invokes a native method, a native frame is constructed
and arguments are put in its operand stack (recall the calling convention). The
auxiliary function NewFrame constructs either a Java frame or a native frame:

NewFrame(P,md , [v1, . . . , vn]) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

〈md , 1, ε, a�[0 �→ v1, . . . , n − 1 �→ vn]〉J,
if md ∈ JavaMD(P ),

〈md , 1, vn · . . . · v1 · ε, null, Roots([v1, . . . , vn])〉N,
if md ∈ NativeMD(P )

The semantics of returnval has two cases: returning to a Java method call or
a native method call. Similar to “invokevirtual md”, “CallMethod md” may in-
voke either a Java or a native method. The JNI manual does not make it clear

P � (〈md , pc, s, a〉J · S; H ; R)
J�−→ (S′; H ; R), if

P (md)@pc = and cond. hold, then S′ =

invokevirtual
md1

md1 = 〈φ, α, [τ1, . . . , τn] → τr〉
s = vn · . . . · v1 · � · s1
Tag(H, �) = φ′ P � Cls φ′ <: Cls φ
md ′ = 〈φ′, α, [τ1, . . . , τn] → τr〉

NewFrame(P,md ′, [�, v1, . . . , vn])·
〈md , pc, s, a〉J · S

returnval
md = 〈φ,α, [τ1, . . . , τn] → τr〉
S = 〈md ′, pc′, vp · � · s ′, a′〉J · S1

|vp| = n s = vr · s1
〈md ′, pc′ + 1, vr · s ′, a′〉J · S1

returnval
md = 〈φ,α, [τ1, . . . , τn] → τr〉
S = 〈md ′, pc′, vp · v · s ′, vx, L〉N · S1

|vp| = n s = vr · s1
〈md ′, pc′ + 1, vr · s ′, vx, L′〉N · S1,
where L′ = L ∪ Roots(vr)

P � (〈md , pc, s, vx, L〉N · S; H ;R)
N�−→ (S′; H ;R), if

P (md)@pc = and conditions hold, then S′ =

CallMethod
md1

md1 = 〈φ, α, [τ1, . . . , τn] → τr〉
s = vn · . . . v1 · � · s1
Tag(H, �) = φ′ P � Cls φ′ <: Cls φ
md ′ = 〈φ′, α, [τ1, . . . , τn] → τr〉
vx = null

NewFrame(P,md ′, [�, v1, . . . , vn])·
〈md , pc, s, vx, L〉N · S

Ret
md = 〈φ,α, [τ1, . . . , τn] → τr〉
S = 〈md ′, pc′, vp · v · s ′, a′〉J · S1

|vp| = n s = vr · s1 vx = null
〈md ′, pc′ + 1, vr · s ′, a′〉J · S1;

Ret
md = 〈φ,α, [τ1, . . . , τn] → τr〉
S = 〈md ′, pc′, vp · v · s ′, v′

x, L〉N · S1

|vp| = n s = vr · s1 vx = null

〈md ′, pc′ + 1, vr · s ′, v′
x, L〉N · S1,

where L′ = L ∪ Roots(vr)

Fig. 6. Semantics of method calls and returns
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whether a native method is allowed to invoke another native method through
“CallMethod md”. Our experiments confirmed that JVM implementations allow
this behavior. Both rules for Ret are for the case of no pending exceptions; a
different rule for Ret with a pending exception will be presented.

Exception handling. Fig. 7 shows rules that are related to exceptions. The throw
instruction pushes an exception frame onto the method-call stack. Other byte-
code instructions may also generate a Java exception. For instance, “getfield fd”
generates an exception when the object reference on the operand stack is null.
When such cases happen, a Throwable object is allocated and an exception
frame is placed onto the stack. We list these cases in the technical report.

When a Java exception is pending, JNIL unwinds the stack as shown in
the second table of Fig. 7. There are three cases. If the next frame is a Java
frame and there is no matched handler for the exception, the Java frame is
removed. If the Java frame has a matched handler, then the control transfers to
the handler. If the next frame is a native frame, the Java exception is recorded
in the native frame (i.e., conceptually converted into a JNI exception) and the
execution continues as normal from the next instruction in native code.

The last table in Fig. 7 shows how JNI exceptions are generated and han-
dled. A JNI exception thrown by JNIThrow is recorded in the current native

P � (〈md , pc, s, a〉J · S; H ;R)
J�−→ (S′; H ′; R), where

if P (md)@pc = and conditions hold, then S′; H ′ =

throw s = � · s1 P, H � � : Throwable 〈�〉X · 〈md , pc, s, a〉J · S; H

P � S; H ;R
J�−→ S′; H ;R, if one of the following cases holds

if S = and conditions hold, then S′ =

〈�〉X · 〈md , pc, s, a〉J · S1
Tag(H, �) = φ P (md).handlers = η
CorrectHandler (η, P, pc, φ) = None

〈�〉X · S1

〈�〉X · 〈md , pc, s, a〉J · S1
Tag(H, �) = φ P (md).handlers = η
CorrectHandler (η, P, pc, φ) = 	nt
 〈md , nt, � · ε, a〉J · S1

〈�〉X · 〈md , pc, s, vx, L〉N ·
S1

〈md , pc + 1, s, �, L〉N·
S1

CorrectHandler (ε, P, pc, φ) = None
CorrectHandler (〈nb, ne, nt, φ

′〉 · η, P, pc, φ) ={ 	nt
 if nb ≤ pc < ne and P � Cls φ <: Cls φ′

CorrectHandler (η, P, pc, φ) otherwise

P � (〈md , pc, s, vx, L〉N · S; H ; R)
N�−→ (S′; H ; R), where

if P (md)@pc = and conditions hold, then S′ =

JNIThrow
s = � · s1 P, H � � : Throwable
vx = null

〈md , pc + 1, s1, �, L〉N · S
ExnClear 〈md , pc + 1, s, null, L〉N · S
ExnOccurred v = 0 if vx = null, or 1 if vx = � 〈md , pc + 1, v · s, vx, L〉N · S
Ret vx = � P, H � � : Throwable 〈�〉X · S

Fig. 7. Exception handling in JNIL
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frame. Native code can either clear the exception by ExnClear or return with the
exception pending, in which case an exception frame is pushed onto the stack.

We present an example below showing how the method-call stack unwinds
assuming 1) Java method md1 calls native method md2, which calls Java method
md3; 2) md3 throws an exception; 3) md3 and md2 do not handle the exception,
but md1 handles the exception. Notice how md3 and md2 treat the exception
differently.

〈�〉X · 〈md3, . . .〉J · 〈md2, . . . , null, . . .〉N · 〈md1, . . .〉J · ε //md3 throws an exception
→ 〈�〉X · 〈md2, . . . , null, . . .〉N · 〈md1, . . .〉J · ε //md3 does not handle the exception
→ 〈md2, . . . , �, . . .〉N · 〈md1, . . .〉J · ε //md2 records � and continues execution
→ 〈�〉X · 〈md1, . . .〉J · ε //md2 returns with a pending exception
→ 〈md1, . . .〉J · ε //md1 handles the exception

3.4 GC Step

The GC rule is presented below. A set of blocks can be removed from the heap
if they are part of the Java heap, their labels are disjoint from the roots of the
stack, and they are unreachable from the rest of the Java heap.

L ⊆ dom(H |J) L ∩ Roots(S) = ∅ L ∩ Reachable((H |J) \ L) = ∅
(S; H) GC�−→ (S; H \ L)

Roots(S) is the set of labels contained in method-call stack S and Reachable(H)
is the set of labels in H . Their definitions are in the technical report.

Note that the rule is nondeterministic and L can be as small as the empty set.
It is also abstract and hides the implementation details of GCs. In fact, it accom-
modates all garbage collectors that are based on tracing, reference counting, or
combinations of both; any such garbage collector computes a set of unreachable
locations [19]. Finally, recall that JNIL’s heap model allows the rule to ignore
the moving aspect of garbage collection.

3.5 Type Safety of Bytecode and GC Safety

The JVM always performs bytecode verification before running a bytecode pro-
gram. Therefore, type checking of bytecode can be considered an essential part of
the JNI. The JNIL model also performs type checking of bytecode, which largely
follows a previous JVML model [15]. We highlight its top-level judgments and the
main safety theorems, but leave details and proofs to the technical report [10].

Judgment “
 P prog” checks that a program P is well typed. It ensures that
all classes and all methods in its domain are well typed. When checking a Java
method, each bytecode instruction in the method body is type checked with
respect to pre- and post-conditions expressed in types. Note the system does
not perform type inference to infer those conditions, but merely takes types as
input and checks type consistency. Recall a Java method is associated with type
information for the operand stack and local variables (see the fields stype and
vtype in Fig. 1); the type information is input to type checking.
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Judgment “P 
 (S; H ; R) state” type checks runtime state (S; H ; R). It is well
typed if 1) H |J is a well-typed Java heap, and 2) S is a well-typed stack under
P and the Java heap. Checking well-typed Java heaps requires each heap object
be well typed according to its runtime tag, as customary in such kind of type
systems. Checking well-typed stacks not only requires every frame be well typed,
but also requires the chain of frames be a well-typed call chain—each frame is
the result of a call instruction in the caller method.

Definition 1. (S; H ; R) is a terminal state if 1) either S = 〈md , pc, vr · s , a〉J ·ε
and P (md)@pc = returnval, 2) or S = 〈md , pc, vr · s , null, L〉N · ε and
P (md)@pc = Ret, 3) or S = 〈�〉X · ε.
Theorem 2 (Java Progress). If 
 P prog, and P 
 (S1; H1; R1) state, then
either (S1; H1; R1) is a terminal state, or ∃S2, H2, R2. P 
 S1; H1; R1

J�−→
S2; H2; R2, or S1 = 〈. . .〉N · S′

1.

Theorem 3 (Java Preservation). If 
 P prog, and P 
 (S1; H1; R1) state,
and P 
 S1; H1; R1

J�−→ S2; H2; R2, then P 
 (S2; H2; R2) state.

Type soundness of bytecode is expressed in the standard form of progress and
preservation theorems. By the progress theorem, a well-typed state will be either
a terminal state, a state that can take a Java step, or a state where native code is
in control. It will never get stuck when bytecode is in control. By the preservation
theorem, a well-typed state steps to another well-typed state when taking Java
steps. It makes no guarantee when a state takes a native step.

A GC step does not affect the type safety of bytecode, as the following theorem
asserts:

Theorem 4 (GC Safety). If 
 P prog, P 
 (S; H ; R) state, and (S; H) GC�−→
(S′; H ′), then P 
 (S′; H ′; R) state.

4 Applications of the JNIL Model

The JNI specification does not mandate any checking of native methods. Native
methods are notoriously unsafe and a rich source of software errors. Recent
studies have reported hundreds of interface bugs in JNI programs [1, 5, 6].

A number of systems have been designed and implemented to improve and
find misuses of the JNI interface. They have overall improved the JNI’s safety
and security. We classify them into three broad categories:

– New interface languages. Jeannie [3] is a language design that allows pro-
grammers to mix Java with C code using quasi-quoting. A Jeannie program
is then compiled into JNI code by the Jeannie compiler. Jeannie helps pro-
grammers reduce errors. For instance, programmers can raise Java exceptions
directly in Jeannie, avoiding the error-prone process of exception handling
in native code.
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– Static checking. Several recent systems employ static analysis to identify
specific classes of errors in JNI code [1, 4, 6, 7]. These bug finders have
found hundreds of errors in real JNI programs.

– Dynamic checking. SafeJNI [2] combines Java with CCured [20] and inserts
dynamic tests that check for safety violations. Going one step further, Jinn [8]
automatically generates dynamic checks based on safety specifications in
terms of finite-state machines.

We argue that it would be valuable to formalize the claims of these systems in
JNIL and thus provide a rigorous foundation for their strength. We envision
JNIL would be useful in the following ways:

– Formal semantics of Jeannie. We discussed Jeannie, a language that mixes
Java with C code and is translated to JNI code. Jeannie does not come with
formal semantics. An interesting way of defining Jeannie’s semantics would
be to map Jeannie programs to JNIL programs.

– Soundness of JNI static checking. JNIL can serve as a basis for proving that
a JNI bug finder does not miss any errors of a certain kind. One way to show
the soundness is to structure the system into two components: inference and
verification. The first part infers annotations (e.g., in the form of types) and
the second part performs verification with annotations as hints. Then the
soundness theorem is to show that programs (with annotations) that pass
the verification do not incur the kind of errors in question.

– Soundness of JNI dynamic checking. JNIL can also serve as a basis for
showing the soundness of systems that insert dynamic checks for safety (e.g.,
SafeJNI [2]). One way to proceed is to have an “instrumented” semantics
of JNIL in which dynamic checks are embedded into its transition rules. If
a dynamic check fails, the system transits to an error state. The soundness
theorem expresses that a state is either a terminal state, an error state, or
a state that can progress. A more ambitious attempt to formalize dynamic
checking is to treat the insertion of dynamic checks as a source-to-source
rewriting system. The safety theorem would then show the resulting program
is safe according to the vanilla semantics of JNIL.

In the above examples, JNIL alone would not be sufficient; we would also need
formal models of other parts (e.g., a model of static checking). But JNIL provides
a common foundation for such formal development to proceed. With additional
constraints on the native code, JNIL makes it possible to prove properties of a
multilingual system.

5 Extensions and Future Work

The technical report presents two extensions of JNIL. The first extends JNIL to
add support for Java arrays. Most of the new rules for arrays are straightforward.
One complication is that the JNI treats primitive arrays (i.e., arrays with prim-
itive types such as Int) differently from object arrays. The GetIntArrayElements
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function returns a pointer to the first element of the array and native code can
then perform address arithmetic with the pointer to access array elements. Since
JNIL’s heap model allows address arithmetic within blocks, direct pointers to
Java arrays are nicely accommodated.

For clarity, JNIL in Sec. 3 passes arguments and results through the operand
stack when Java interfaces with native code. However, in reality the calling
convention varies greatly, depending on compilers and architectures. Therefore,
the second extension of JNIL is about how to parametrize the model over a
calling convention.

One immediate next step is to develop methodology to evaluate our model. We
plan to develop machine-checked semantics of JNIL in Coq. We will make the
model executable so that it is possible to run benchmark programs in the model.
We will also investigate whether a substantial subset of C can be translated to
the native language in JNIL—a way to evaluate its practicality.

6 Related Work

The block heap model in JNIL takes inspiration from Leroy and Blazy’s block
memory model in the CompCert project [21]. They use the block memory model
to specify the semantics of C-like languages and verify correctness of program
transformations. We use the block model to reconcile differences between a high-
level, garbage-collected OO language and a low-level language. The bytecode
language in JNIL bears many similarities to Freund and Mitchell’s JVMLf

model [15]; the native language is similar to Morrisett et al.’s stack-based typed
assembly language [22]. JNIL’s emphasis is on proposing abstractions for mod-
eling language-interoperation issues in FFIs.

Previous work proposed preliminary formalisms that capture certain aspects
of the JNI. Furr and Foster justified JSaffire’s soundness on a formalization of
a subset of the JNI [23]. It models only the native side, and treats Java ob-
jects opaquely. Jinn [8] describes safety constraints of the JNI using finite-state
machines. JNIL models both sides of the interface and proposes abstractions
that address issues including a shared heap, cross-language method calls, excep-
tion handling, and the impact of garbage collection; these issues have not been
addressed by previous efforts.

7 Conclusions

Most real software systems are multilingual. A safe software system depends on
its building blocks and their interoperation. Even if each building block is safe in
some language model with respect to some safety policy, without safe interopera-
tion between languages there would be no safety guarantee on the whole system.
Therefore, modeling and reasoning about language interoperation is critical to
the safety and security of software systems. JNIL is a formal model that covers
the core JNI. Its abstractions elegantly reconcile the differences between a high-
level OO language and a low-level language. It can directly be used to provide a
formal foundation for systems that analyze the JNI. We believe its concepts can
be generalized to model other FFIs.
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